
1. Introduction

Federated learning (FL), a more advanced

variant of distributed machine learning, has

rapidly grown popular to improve data security

and user privacy in various industries with big

data-driven artificial intelligence (AI). FL

facilitates shifting trained models instead of user

data, where data is usable but not visible in the

system. FL's key benefit is that it allows

multi-party model learning to be done

cooperatively without revealing sensitive personal

information.

The majority of contemporary FL approaches,

on the other hand, still rely on a central server to

aggregate the trained collaborative models into a

global model result. In this case, the traditional

server collects all uploaded models from

participants using a centralized method, resulting

in a single point of failure, thus, causing the

entire FL system to fail. Furthermore, during the

collaborative training process, the hostile users

(i.e., attackers) must be considered since they

may launch numerous attacks on the system's

security flaws, including membership inference,

poisoning attacks, and reverse engineering of the

trained FL models, to expose the privacy of other

users and they even cause the global model's

development to fail on purpose.

To overcome the concerns mentioned earlier,

we presented a safe FL framework that
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Abstract
Recently, federated learning (FL) has increased prominence as a viable approach for
enhancing user privacy and data security by allowing collaborative multi-party model
learning without exchanging sensitive data. Despite this, most present FL systems still
depend on a centralized aggregator to generate a global model by gathering all
submitted models from users, which could expose user privacy and the risk of various
threats from malicious users. To solve these issues, we suggested a safe FL
framework that employs differential privacy to counter membership inference attacks
during the collaborative FL model training process and empowers blockchain to replace
the centralized aggregator server.
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capitalizes on the benefits of blockchain and

differential privacy. Blockchain with a smart

contract, as a distributed ledger technology, is

used to provide fully decentralized federated

learning by replacing the centralized aggregator

server. Likewise, blockchain can create a

decentralized incentive system that motivates

users to share their learned models. Moreover,

during the collaborative FL model training

process, we apply differential privacy (DP) to

address the problem of participant linkability. As

a result, by injecting noise into all users' updated

models, DP can mitigate the membership inference

attack from malicious users.

The remainder of this article is organized as

follows: In Section 2, we provide background

information on federated learning, blockchain, and

differential privacy. Our proposed paradigm, a

secure federated learning architecture, is shown in

Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. Related Works

The FL concept was introduced by Google [1]

to solve the critical limitations of traditional

machine learning algorithms, which may be

vulnerable to privacy and security concerns. FL

intends to make it more comfortable for

participants to collaborate on training models

without revealing their personal information; as a

result, personal information is preserved private

and never leaves their devices [2]. Nonetheless, a

centralized aggregator server controls the entire

orchestration system in a traditional FL approach.

As a result, there is a possibility of a single point

of failure and the risks of various attacks on the

system's security flaws. Therefore, several works

proposed a secure and reliable FL framework to

tackle these challenges.

In [3], the authors designed a

blockchain-empowered secure FL framework by

leveraging smart contracts to prohibit adversary

and untrustworthy users from entangling in FL.

Here, the centralized server distinguishes hostile

and untrustworthy users by automatically

enforcing smart contracts to oppose data or model

poisoning attacks. On the other hand, the authors

[4] suggested DeepChain as a fair, secure, and

distributed protocol that uses a blockchain-based

incentive mechanism to encourage clients to

behave correctly in the system. Moreover,

DeepChain substitutes the centralized server with

blockchain and ensures that each participant's

data is kept private and the entire training

process can be audited. Further, in [5], the study

proposed a novel framework, NbAFL, that uses a

differential privacy method by adding noise before

aggregating FL to evade data leakage. In the

NbAFL, they also construct a theoretical

convergence bound for the trained FL model's

loss function.

<Table 1> The characteristics of cross-silo FL and

cross-device FL [6]

3. Decentralized and Randomized Mechanism for

Cross-Silo FL Privacy Protection

Basically, the FL system is categorized into

cross-device FL and cross-silo FL based on data

availability. Adapted from [6], the detailed

Characteristics Cross-silo FL Cross-device FL

Distribution

scale

Typically 2-100

users

Massively

parallel, up to

 users
Setting

Users are

different

organizations

(e.g., medical or

financial)

The users are a

very large

number of

mobile or IoT

devices

Data

availability

All users are

almost always

available

Only a fraction

of users are

available at any

one time

Client

statefulness

Stateful, each

user may

participate in

each round of

the computation

Generally

stateless, each

user will likely

participate only

once in a task
Reliability of

clients

Relatively few

failures

Highly

unreliable
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difference characteristics of these two FL

categories can be seen in Table 1. In our

proposed model, we use a cross-silo federated

learning approach since the users are almost

always available and participate in each round of the

computation.

(Figure 1) Proposed Model.

Figure 1 shows our proposed model to form a

secure FL framework by leveraging blockchain

and differential privacy techniques. Here,

blockchain is utilized to address the bottleneck of

a centralized FL server [7] and provides a

decentralized rewarding mechanism that motivates

users to share their learned models. On the other

hand, we apply differential privacy to address the

problem of participant linkability by injecting

noise into all users' updated models before it

uploaded to the distributed ledger. The proposed

model is started with the initial learning model

process, where the initial model  and other

parameters, such as a reward amount, evaluation

criteria, and a training datasets, are uploaded into

the smart contract blockchain. Then, in iteration

 , each user downloads  and trains its local
model 

 using its local datasets  based on the
following formula.

   



 ∈ 

 (1)

After user  generates  , then differential
privacy noise  is added to 

 using Gaussian

mechanism as follows [8].

  
  (2)

where 
  is the normal distribution with

mean 0, and standard deviation  . In this case,

 is added to achieve -differential privacy [8],

defined by:

Pr ∈ ≤ Pr ∈  (3)

where the term  is denote to allows for a small
probability of failure. Thus,  updates its trained
local model with noise 


to protect against

reverse engineering attacks, such as membership

inference attacks while uploading the trained local

model to distributed ledger blockchain.

Once all users upload 

to blockchain, a

particular consensus mechanism verifies and

aggregates 

to obtain a new global model  

for next iteration through a weighted aggregation

[1] as follow.

   
  






(4)

where  is the number of users,  ≥  and    [9]. When, the consensus process is
passed, the verified   will be stored in the

blockchain. Thus, all users can downloads a new

global model   from distributed ledger for the
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next iteration until the model reaches a precise

accuracy or the number of iterations exceeding

the upper limit

4. Conclusion and Future Direction

We presented the concept of a decentralized

and randomized for privacy protection to form a

secure cross-silo federated learning framework by

leveraging blockchain and differential privacy

method. Blockchain is utilized to address the

bottleneck of a centralized FL server and provides

a decentralized rewarding mechanism that

motivates users to share their learned models. On

the other hand, we apply differential privacy to

address the problem of participant linkability by

injecting noise into all users' updated models

before it uploaded to the distributed ledger. Even

though the global model aggregation via

blockchain enhances security and privacy,

traditional consensus algorithms among blockchain

nodes, on the other hand, can add latency to the

aggregation time. Therefore, it is suggested that

consensus techniques with minimal latency be

developed for future direction.
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